ATLANTA-FULTON PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
PHASE II
SANDY SPRINGS LIBRARY RENOVATION
SANDY SPRINGS – COMMUNITY COMMENTS

REQUESTED NEW FEATURES

• INCREASE ACCESSIBILITY TO MAIN ENTRANCE
• VENDING OPTIONS
• ADDITIONAL MEETING SPACES
• ONSITE FOL STORAGE AND DIRECT DROP OFF
• NEW ENCLOSED STUDY/ MEETING AND INSTRUCTION AREAS
• LARGER STORY TIME AREA / READ ALOUD SPACE WITH CHILDREN’S CRAFT SPACE
• ENLARGE / UPGRADE CHILDREN’S RESTROOM
• COMFORTABLE (AND VARIETY OF) SEATING THROUGHOUT
• CREATE A TRUE TEEN AREA
• NEW FURNITURE AND SEATING NEAR WINDOWS
• VISUAL DISPLAY TO PROMOTE EVENTS

EXISTING PLAN
PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN

NEW FEATURES

• NEW INTERIOR FINISHES
• UPDATED MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
• UPDATED RESTROOMS
• UPDATED LIGHTING
• IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY FROM EAST PARKING LOT

• 3 MEETING ROOMS / 4 GROUP STUDY ROOMS
• CHILDREN’S & STORYTIME ROOM
• ADULTS WITH READING & PRINTING AREA
• TEEN AREA WITH COMPUTERS
• TECHNOLOGY ZONE & COMPUTER LAB
• FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY (FOLS) WITH STORAGE